Abstract. We study co-Frobenius and more generally quasi-co-Frobenius corings over arbitrary base rings and over PF base rings in particular. We generalize some results about co-Frobenius and quasi-co-Frobenius coalgebras to the case of noncommutative base rings and give several new characterizations for co-Frobenius and more generally quasi-co-Frobenius corings, some of them are new even in the coalgebra situation. We construct Morita contexts to study Frobenius properties of corings and a second kind of Morita contexts to study adjoint pairs. Comparing both Morita contexts, we obtain our main result that characterizes quasi-co-Frobenius corings in terms of a pair adjoint functors (F, G) such that (G, F ) is locally quasi-adjoint in a sense defined in this note.
introduction
In the theory of Hopf algebras, quantum groups and their (co)representations, a variety of algebraic structures and corresponding (co)representations have been introduced and studied during the last decades. Among these are comodule (co)algebras and module (co)algebras, the category of Yetter Drinfel'd modules, Doi-Koppinen data or more generally, entwining structures. Although corings were initially introduced by Sweedler [26] , they haven't been studied thoroughly until the last decade. The renewed interest in corings has started with an observation made by Takeuchi in [27] that corings and their comodules generalize these entwining structures and their entwined modules (see also [7] ), and much attention has been devoted to the subject eversince. Moreover, comodules over corings not only generalize many structures important for Hopf algebras and quantum group theory, but they also generalize other important structures such as modules over algebras and comodules over coalgebras, graded modules over graded rings and also, perhaps surprisingly, the chain complexes of modules over an arbitrary ring. Thus, corings and their comodules offer a unifying context for all these structures.
Frobenius and co-Frobenius coalgebras and Hopf algebras, Frobenius ring extensions and Frobenius bimodules have been intensively studied over the last decades. As in other instances, corings offer a general framework for the study of all these Frobenius type properties. For example, the characterization of Frobenius (co)algebras, or Frobenius extensions of rings can be obtained from the more general characterization of Frobenius corings (see [7] ). Furthermore, in [8, 9] the close relations between Frobenius extensions, Frobenius bimodules and Frobenius corings is discussed.
Although the name indicates differently, the co-Frobenius property of a coring (or coalgebra) is a weakening and not a dualization of the Frobenius property. In particular, although the Frobenius property is left-right symmetric, the co-Frobenius property is not. Nevertheless, coalgebras over a base field which are at the same time left and right co-Frobenius can be understood as a dual version of Frobenius algebras. Indeed, a kalgebra A is Frobenius (i.e. A ≃ A * as left, or equivalently right A-modules) if and only if the functors Hom A (−, A) and Hom k (−, k) from M A to A M are naturally isomorphic (see [15] ). Similarly, for a coalgebra C, considering the natural dual comodule Rat(C * C * ) of C C , it has been recently shown in [21] that C is left and right co-Frobenius if and only if C ≃ Rat(C * C * ) in M C and this allows a functorial-categorical interpretation of this concept: C left and right co-Frobenius if and only if the functors Hom C * (−, C * ) and Hom k (−, k) from M C to M C * are isomorphic. Frobenius corings have a very nice characterization in terms of Frobenius functors. This result says that an A-coring C is Frobenius if and only if the forgetful functor F : M C → M A is at the same time a left and right adjoint for the induction functor − ⊗ A C. An overview of most results regarding this subject can be found in [13] . A similar categorical interpretation for one sided co-Frobenius and one sided quasi-coFrobenius coalgebras and corings has remained somewhat mysterious and comes under attention within the theory of corings.
The goal of this paper is to provide this categorical description of quasi-co-Frobenius corings; we also generalize some results of [21] . The main idea and tool for this will be the construction of several Morita contexts and the interpretation of the (quasi-)coFrobenius properties in terms of these contexts. Starting from the observation (see [24, Remarks p 389, Examples 1.2]) that a Morita context can be identified with a (k-linear) category with two objects, we construct a Morita context relating a coring C with its dual C * . This context describes the Frobenius property of the coring. We show that if there exists a pair of invertible elements in this Morita context, then the coring is exactly a Frobenius coring. A similar Morita context relates representable functors, such as those used in [21] and [15] to describe (co-)Frobenius properties. A last type of Morita contexts, that is constructed in a different way, describes the adjunction property of a pair of functors. More precise, if there exists a pair of invertible elements in this Morita context, then the pair of functors is exactly an adjoint pair. By relating these Morita contexts with (iso)morphisms of Morita contexts, we recover the result that a coring is Frobenius if and only if the forgetful functor and the induction functor make up a Frobenius pair if and only if certain representable functors are isomorphic (Corollary 5.12). In particular, using these general Morita contexts, we can formulate a categorical interpretation of co-Frobenius corings and more generally quasi-co-Frobenius corings (see Theorem 5.16) .
The advantage of our presentation is that it clarifies underlying relations between the different equivalent descriptions of the Frobenius property of a coring. In particular, we can explain why the Frobenius property is left-right symmetric and the quasi-coFrobenius property is not: this is due to a symmetry between several Morita contexts we construct (surfacing in our theory as an isomorphism of Morita contexts) and this symmetry breaks down on the 'quasi'-level (see Remark 5.13) . A second benefit of our approach is that these Morita contexts and their interrelationship, do exist even if the coring is not Frobenius. This allows us to give a categorical interpretation of co-Frobenius and quasi-co-Frobenius corings by means of these Morita contexts.
This paper is organized as follows. We recall some preliminary results about corings and comodules in Section 2. In Section 2.3 we give a new characterization for locally projective modules in the sense of Zimmermann-Huisgen [31] and rings with local units. In Section 3 we give a new interpretation to the notion of adjoint functors. First we discuss in Section 3.1 actions of a set of natural transformations on a category. In Section 3.2 we show how an adjoint pair in any bicategory can be formulated as a pair of invertible elements for a certain Morita context. Combining the notion of a Morita context over a ring with local units with the action of a class of natural transformations on a category, we then introduce the notion of locally adjoint functors in Section 3.4. Following the philosophy of [13] , Frobenius properties of corings are related to the adjunction properties of the induction functor of a coring. For this reason, we study in Section 4.1 the induction functor − ⊗ A C : M A → M C for an A-coring C, and we describe in Section 4.2 all the natural transformations from this functor to its left and right adjoint. In Section 4.3 we describe natural transformations between representable functors that are involved in the description of the Frobenius property as in [15, 21] . In order to allow a description of the quasi-Frobenius property, we repeat these procedures in a more general setting in Section 4.4, involving a coproduct functor. In Section 5.1 we introduce the notion of a locally Frobenius coring and a locally quasi-Frobenius coring, that coincides with the notion of a co-Frobenius coring, respectively quasi-coFrobenius coring, if the base ring is a P F -ring. We give a characterization of locally quasi-Frobenius corings and prove some properties: we show that they provide examples of quasi-co-Frobenius corings over arbitrary base rings, they are locally projective as a left and right module over the base algebra (Theorem 5.3), and they are semiperfect if the base algebra is a QF-ring (Proposition 5.9).
Finally we apply all the obtained results in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, where we give a characterization of co-Frobenius and quasi-co-Frobenius corings and recover old characterizations of Frobenius corings.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, k will be a commutative base rings. All rings that we will consider will be k-algebras, and categories will usually be k-linear. Unless otherwise stated, functors will be covariant. For an object X in a category C, X will also be our notation for the identity morphism on X. Let I be any index set and M an object in a category with products and coproducts. We will denote M (I) for the coproduct (direct sum) and M I for the product. Let R be a ring, possibly without unit. M R will denote the category of right Rmodules. For a ring R with unit, M R will denote the category of unital right R-modules.
2.1. Adjoint functors. Let C and D be two categories and F : C → D and G : D → C two functors. We call F a left adjoint of G, G a right adjoint of F or (F, G) a pair of adjoint functors if and only if there exist natural isomorphisms
for all C ∈ C and D ∈ D. This is equivalent to the existence of natural transformations η ∈ Nat(1 1 C , GF ) and ε ∈ Nat(F G,
2.2. Rings and corings. Let A be a k-algebra. An A-ring (R, µ, η) is an algebra (or monoid) in the monoidal category A M A consisting of A-A bimodules and A-A bilinear maps. There exists a bijective correspondence between a A-rings R and k-algebras R together with an algebra morphism η : A → R.
The dual notion of an A-ring is an A-coring, i.e. an A-coring (C, ∆ C , ε C ) is a coalgebra (or comonoid) in A M A . Explicitly, an A-coring consists of an A-A bimodule C and two A-A bilinear maps ∆ C : C → C ⊗ A C (the comultiplication) and
For the comultiplication, we use the Sweedler-Heyneman notation, namely ∆(c) = c (1) ⊗ A c (2) (summation understood) and
The category of right (resp. left) comodules over C will be denoted by M C (resp. [1] , which satisfies the usual coassociativity and counit conditions.
For more details about the general theory of corings and their comodules, we refer the monograph [10] .
The following elementary results from module theory will turn out to be useful in the sequel.
Lemma 2.1. Let A and B be objects in a category A, and I an index set. If A (I) and
Proof. For ℓ ∈ I, let ι ℓ : A → A (I) and π ℓ : B I → B be the canonical canonical coproduct and product maps. Consider the diagram
Any morphism f • ∈ Hom(A, B I ) as well as any morphism f • ∈ Hom(A (I) , B) is completely determined by the family of morphisms f ℓ : A → B, ℓ ∈ I.
Lemma 2.2. Consider a ring morphism B → A and take any
Proof. For any f ∈ A Hom B (A, M), we obtain bf
as f x (a) = ax. One can easily check that this correspondence is bijective.
2.3.
Local units and local projectivity. Let R be a non-unital B-ring and (M, µ M ) a right R-module, i.e. M is a right B-module and µ M : M ⊗ B R → M is an associative right B-linear multiplication map. We say that R has right local units on M if for every finitely generated right B-submodule N of M, there exists an element e ∈ R B such that n · e = n for all n ∈ N. We call e a (right) local unit for N. One can easily prove that R has right local units on M if and only if R has right local units on every singleton {m} ⊂ M. We say that R is a ring with right local units if R has right local units on R, where we consider the regular right R-module structure on R. The following Theorem can be viewed as a structure theorem for modules over rings with local units, and should be compared to similar results for rings with idempotent local units (see [28, Lemma 2.10] and [11, Lemma 4.3] ).
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a B-ring (without unit). Let M be a full subcategory of M R . Then R has local units on all M ∈ M if and only if there exists a full subcategory N of M B , such that every M ∈ M is generated by objects of N as a right B-module, and, for all N ∈ N and f ∈ Hom(N, M), we can find an e ∈ R B ∼ = B Hom B (B, R) such that f = f e • f , where
In other words, M is generated by B-modules on which there exists a local unit.
Proof. Suppose first that the subcategory N exists. Take any M ∈ M. Since N generates M, we can find a family of right B-modules (N i ) i∈I in N such that there exists a surjective map π : i∈I N i → M. Consequently, for any m ∈ M, we can write m = i∈J π(n i ) where J is a finite subset of I. We show by induction on the cardinality of J that we can find a local unit e ∈ R B . If the cardinality of J equals one, then m = π(n) for some n ∈ N. We know that there exists an element e ∈ R B such that π = f e • π. Consequently π(n)e = f e • π(n) = π(n), so e is a unit for π(n) = m. Now suppose m = k i=1 π(n i ) with n i ∈ N i and k > 1. By the induction hypothesis we can find a local unit e ∈ R B for k−1 i=1 π(n i ) and a local unit e ′ ∈ R B for π(n k ) − π(n k )e. Then e ′′ = e + e ′ − ee ′ is a local unit for m since
Conversely, let M be a subcategory of M R on which R has local units. We define N as the category consisting of finitely generated B-submodules of modules in M. Then clearly N generates M in M B . Moreover, for any N ∈ N , M ∈ M and f ∈ Hom B (M, N), we obtain that Im f is a finitely generated B-submodule of M. By the definition of a module with local units, we can find a local unit e ∈ R B for Im f . Consequently, f e • f (n) = f (n)e = f (n) for all n ∈ N.
Recall from [31] that a right A-module is called locally projective if for any commutative diagram in M A with exact rows
where F is finitely generated, there exists a right A-linear map h :
In [18] it is shown that M is locally projective if and only if for any finitely generated A-submodule F ⊂ M, there exists a finite dual basis {e i , f i } ⊂ M × M * . More generally, a B-A bimodule M is called R-locally projective for an additive subset R ⊂ M * = Hom A (M, A) if for any finite subset N of M we can find a finite set {e i , f i } ⊂ M × R such that e i f i (n) = n for all n ∈ N and e i f i (bm) = be i f i (m) for all m ∈ M. Obviously, R-local projectivity implies S-local projectivity if R ⊂ S. In particular R-local projectivity implies local projectivity. The relationship between local projectivity and local units is discussed in general in [28] .
Modules versus comodules.
Let C be an A-coring. It is well-known that there exists an adjunction (F Section 4) ; this implies that we have a natural isomorphism Hom
is an A-ring with unit ε C and multiplication given by f * g(c) = f (g(c (1) )c (2) ), for all f, g ∈ C * and c ∈ C. In a similar way, the left dual * C = A Hom(C, A) is an A-ring with unit ε C and multiplication
Finally, * C * = A Hom A (C, A) is a k-algebra with unit ε C and multiplication
Note that if A is commutative and C is an A-coalgebra (i.e. the left and right A-action on C coincide), then * C = C * = * C * with the opposite multiplication (see e.g. [16] ). Furthermore, every right comodule has a right * C-module structure, given by
for any m ∈ M ∈ M C and f ∈ * C. In a similar way, every left C-comodule has a left C * -module structure. Let R be any additive subset of * C such that AR ⊂ RA and take any M ∈ M * C . The R-rational part of M is defined as
We say that M is R-rational if Rat R (M) = M. Denote by T the subring of * C, generated by A and R. It was proved in [14] (see also [1] ) that if C is R-locally projective as a left A-module, then every R-rational R-faithful 
C)
I for some index set I. Right co-Frobenius and quasi-co-Frobenius corings can be introduced in a similar way, replacing * C by C * and requiring the existence of C * -A bimodule monomorphisms.
Remark 2.5. A left quasi-co-Frobenius coalgebra over a field k is usually defined as a k-coalgebra C such that there exists a monomorphism j : C → (C * ) (I) of left C * -modules. Considering C as a k-coring, we remark first that the convolution product on C * is opposite to the multiplication in * C, if we use convention introduced in Section 2.4. Secondly, it was proved in [19, Theorem 1.3] If j ∈ Hom(a, b) and ∈ Hom(b, a) are such that • j = a and j • = b, then we call (j,) a pair of invertible elements. This means that j and are inverse isomorphisms between a and b. As a Morita context M with an invertible pair (j,) is always strict, we say that M is strict by (j,).
A morphism of Morita contexts
consists of two algebra maps m 1 :
. There are two canonical ways to construct new Morita contexts out of an existing one, without adding or removing any information.
(i) The opposite of a Morita context M = (A, B, P, Q, µ, τ ) is the Morita context
3. Locally adjoint functors 3.1. Action of a set of natural transformations on a category. Let F : C → D be a functor and consider a semigroup of natural transformations Φ ⊂ Nat(F, F ). We define for all α ∈ Φ, C, C ′ ∈ C and f :
This defines an action of Φ on Hom
Since this action exists for all choices of C, C ′ ∈ C, we will say that Φ acts on C. We say that Φ acts unital on C, if there exists an element e ∈ Φ such that for all f :
we have e · f = f . We say that Φ acts with local units on C if an only if there exists a generating subcategory E ⊂ C, such that for all f : F (E) → F (C) in D with C ∈ C and E ∈ E, there exists an e E ∈ Φ such that e E · f = f . Consider now a functor G : D → C and let Γ be a semigroup of natural transformations Γ ⊂ Nat(G, G). We define for all α ∈ Γ and f : C → G(D) with C ∈ C and
. One can easily check that defines an action of Γ on Hom C (C, G(D)). Since this action exists for all choices of C, we will say that Γ acts on C. We say that Γ acts unital on C, if there exists an element e ∈ Γ such that for all f : C → G(D) in C with C ∈ C and D ∈ D, we have e · f = f . We say that Γ acts with local units on C if an only if there exists a generating subcategory E ⊂ C, such that for all f : E → G(D) in C with E ∈ E and D ∈ D, there exists an e E ∈ Γ such that e E · f = f .
Example 3.2. Let R be a ring (with unit), and M R the category of right R-modules.
Denote by 1 the category with a unique object * and a unique (endo)morphism. Consider a functor G : 1 → M R . Then G is completely determined by G( * ) = M, and furthermore Nat(G, G) ∼ = End R (M). Therefore, for any semigroup Γ of endomorphisms of M, we have a natural map Γ → Nat(G, G). We know that R is a generator for M R and Hom
The action Γ (considered as set of natural transformations) on M ∈ M R coincides with the canonical action of Γ (considered as set of endomorphisms) on M.
Adjoint functors and Morita contexts.
The notion of a bicategory was introduced in [3] , see also e.g. [22, Chapter XII] . We will use the notion of a V-enriched bicategory, where V is a monoidal category. A V-enriched bicategory B consists of the following data, (i) a class of objects A, B, . . . which are called 0-cells; (ii) for every two objects A and B, a V-enriched category Hom(A, B), whose class of objects, which are called 1-cells, we denote by Hom 1 (A, B). We write f :
We call these morphisms 2-cells and denote them as α : f → g; furthermore there exist compositions •, • and • as follows (iii) for all f ∈ Hom 1 (A, B) and g ∈ Hom 1 (B, C), we have f
; by the V-enriched property this can be expressed as
this is just the composition of morphisms in the category Hom(A, B).
-cells B and all f ∈ Hom 1 (A, B) and g ∈ Hom 1 (B, A). For all compatibility conditions we refer to [3] . Let us recall the interchange law
Recall that by the Coherence Theorem (see [23] and [25] ), we are allowed to preform calculations for bicategories in the simpler formalism of 2-categories, i.e. such that
and the corresponding isomorphisms for • are the identity morphisms. The basic example of such a 2-category is CAT, the bicategory consisting of categories, functors and natural transformations (see Section 3.4).
Morita theory can be developed naturally within the framework of bicategories. A Morita context in a bicategory B is a sextuple (A, B, p, q, µ, τ ), where A and B are 0-cells,
An adjoint pair in B is a sextuple (A, B, p, q, µ, ν), where A and B are 0-cells, p ∈
Let V be a monoidal category with coequalizers, this is a monoidal category that possesses coequalizers and in which the tensor product preserves these coequalizers, see [4] . Then we can construct a V-enriched bicategory Bim(V) as follows.
• 0-cells are the algebras in V;
• 1-cells are bimodules between those algebras; • 2-cells are bimodule maps;
• the composition of an A-B bimodule M and a B-C bimodule N is given by the following coequalizer
In the situation where V is the category of abelian groups, Bim(V) = Bim is the bicategory of rings, bimodules and bimodule maps.
Theorem 3.3. Let A and B be two 0-cells in a V-enriched bicategory B, and p :
. We will denote * for the opposite multiplication in A Hom
Both actions are associative:
Obviously, q ∈ Q and p ∈ P act trivially on N.
. This statement is dual to (2) . We only give the definition of the actions and leave further verification to the reader. Take α ∈ Q, β ∈ P and δ ∈ M, then
Let us check that ▽ is P -balanced and that is Q-balanced. For β ∈ P and α ∈ Q, we compute that
Recall from Section 2.6 that (µ, ν) ∈ M ×N is a pair of invertible elements for M(p, q) if ▽(ν ⊗ P µ) = Q and (µ ⊗ A ν) = P . Obviously the Morita context M(p, q) is strict if there exists a pair of invertible elements (but not conversely). Comparing the definitions of an adjoint pair and of ▽ and , we immediately obtain the following result. 3.3. Comatrix coring contexts. Let k be a commutative ring, and consider the bicategory B = Bim(M k ). In the literature (see [8] ) an adjoint pair in B is also termed a comatrix coring context. An interesting aspect of comatrix coring contexts is that they can be used to construct certain corings, called comatrix corings. A comatrix coring context is a sextuple (A, B, Σ † , Σ, ε, η), where A and B are rings, Σ † ∈ A M B , Σ ∈ B M A , and ε : Σ † ⊗ B Σ → A and η : B → Σ ⊗ A Σ † are bimodule maps such that the following diagrams commute
The existence of a comatrix coring context implies that Σ is finitely generated and projective as a right A-module and Σ † ∼ = Σ * . We can also consider comatrix coring contexts in the bicategory Frm(M k ). The 0-cells in Frm(M k ) are firm algebras, 1-cells are firm bimodules, and 2-cells are bimodule maps. The existence of a comatrix coring context now implies that Σ is right A-firmly projective in the sense of [29] . Corings arising from comatrix coring contexts in Frm(M k ) are known as infinite comatrix corings, see [11, 29] .
Consider
. Then it follows from Theorem 3.4 that(A, B, Σ † , Σ, ε, η) is a comatrix coring context if and only if M(Σ, Σ † ) is strict by a pair of invertible elements (ε, η), formed by the counit of the corresponding comatrix coring, and the unit of the corresponding matrix ring.
Assume more general that M(Σ, Σ † ) is strict. Then there exist unique elements
is no longer an A-coring; however, C has local comultiplications and local counits (compare to [28] ). For every i ∈ I and j ∈ J, we define
This means that the ∆ i and ∆ j are coassociating coassociative maps. Moreover, they satisfy the generalized counit condition
In a similar way, R = Σ ⊗ A Σ † is a B-ring with local units and local multiplications. The multiplications are defined as
3.4. Locally adjoint functors. We now consider CAT, the bicategory whose 0-cells are categories, 1-cells are functors and 2-cells are natural transformations. Then CAT is in fact even a 2-category. To avoid set-theoretical problems, we will consider a subbicategory B of CAT, such that the natural transformations between each pair of functors form a set. In other words, B, being enriched over Set, fits into the setting of Section 3.2.
Recall from the beginning of Section 3.2 our convention to write the composition of 1-cells and the horizontal composition of 2-cells in a bicategory. This has important implications if we compute the composition of functors and the horizontal composition of natural transformations in CAT. Let A, B and C be categories and F : A → B and G : B → C functors. Then we will denote
for the composite functor. In the same way, for categories A, B and C, functors F, G : A → B and H, K : B → C and natural transformations α : F → G and β : H → K, we will denote
where the right hand side is the Godement product of natural transformations. Take two categories C and D, and two functors F : C → D and G : D → C, and consider the Morita context from Theorem 3.3.
The connecting maps are given by the following formulas,
where α ∈ Nat(D, F G), β ∈ Nat(GF, C), C ∈ C and D ∈ D. By Theorem 3.4, (G, F ) is an adjoint pair if and only if there exists a pair of invertible elements for the Morita context M(G, F ), i.e. if and only if we can find elements η ∈ Nat(D, F G) and ε ∈ Nat(F G, C) such that η ♦ ε = G and ε η = F . Formulas (2-3) can be derived from this. Applying left-right symmetry, we can construct a second Morita context, that describes the adjunction of the pair (F, G):
where
for α ∈ Nat(C, GF ) and β ∈ Nat(F G, D).
We will now introduce the notion of a pair of locally adjoint functors.
Definitions 3.5. Consider functors F : C → D, G : D → C, and let E be a generating subcategory for C. We call G an E-locally left adjoint for F , if and only if, there exists a natural transformation ε ∈ Nat(GF, C) and for all morphisms f : E → GD in C, with E ∈ E and D ∈ D, we can find a natural transformation η f ∈ Nat(D, F G), such that
op acts with local units on C.)
We call F an E-locally right adjoint for G, if and only if, there exists a natural transformation ε ∈ Nat(GF, C) and for all morphisms f : F E → F C in D, with E ∈ E and C ∈ C, we can find a natural transformation η f ∈ Nat(D, F G), such that
(In other words, the set ε ♦ Nat(D, F G) ⊂ Nat(G, G) acts with local units on C.)
If F an E-locally right adjoint for G and G is an E-locally left adjoint for F , then we call (G, F ) an E-locally adjoint pair. If (F, G) is an adjoint pair and (G, F ) is an E-locally adjoint pair, then we call (F, G) an E-locally Frobenius pair. , where I is a fixed index set. We call G a left E-locally quasi-adjoint for F if and only if G is a left E-locally adjoint for SF . We call F a right E-locally quasi-adjoint for G if and only if F is a right E-locally adjoint for GS.
We call (G, F ) an E-locally quasi-adjoint pair if and only if G is a left E-locally quasiadjoint for F and at the same time F is a right E-locally quasi-adjoint for G. We call (F, G) a E-locally quasi-Frobenius pair if (F, G) is an adjoint pair and (G, F ) an E-locally quasi-adjoint pair. 
where we denote N ∈ M A . The induction functor G C has both a left adjoint F C (the forgetful functor) and a right adjoint H C . These are given by
here we denote M ∈ M C . The unit and counit of these adjunctions are given by
Recall that a functor is said to be Frobenius if it has a right adjoint that is at the same time a left adjoint. Since adjoint functors are unique up to natural isomorphism, the study of the Frobenius property of the induction functor is related to the description of the sets (k-modules) V = Nat(F , H) and W = Nat(H, F ).
Proposition 4.1. There exist isomorphisms of k-modules
Proof. The isomorphisms (14) follow directly form the adjunctions (F , G) and (G, H) if we apply (1).
To prove (15) , take any α ∈ Nat(H, F ), and define α
By the naturality of α, we know that
Applying adjointness identity (3) on the adjunction (G, H), we obtain Hκ M • λ HM = HM. Combining both identities, we find that α
Similarly, we find β ′′ = β, making use of (2) on the adjunction (G, H) and the naturality of β. Finally, Nat(H, F ) ∼ = Nat(GH, 1 1 M A ) follows in the same way from the adjunction (F , G).
4.2.
Description of sets of natural transformations. To give a further description of V , let R be an additive subset of * C such that AR ⊆ RA and consider the k-modules
, only if C is finitely generated and projective as a left A-module. Proposition 4.2. Let C be an arbitrary A-coring, then we have an isomorphism of k-modules
Proof. Take any ϕ ∈ A Hom * C (C, * C), then we can easily construct a map
It is straightforward to check that switching the arguments as above corresponds in an isomorphism V 3 ∼ = V 
Proof. For all g ∈ R, we have
Let now c i ⊗ A g i ∈ C ⊗ A R be a local basis for the elements c (1) f (c (2) ) and
Proposition 4.4. Let C be an arbitrary A-coring. Then there exists a map α 2 :
is finitely generated and projective as a left A-module.
Proof. Let C be any A-coring; then we can define a map
We verify that α 2 is well-defined. First check α 2 (θ) =φ is an A-bimodule map.
Next, we proveφ is also a right * C-module map. Take f ∈ * C, then we find
Conversely, we can define a map
We demonstrate that α
Now suppose that C is R-locally projective as a left A-module. We prove that the image of α 2 lies within V 2 . Sinceφ is a * C-module map, it follows from the theory of rational modules (see [14] and [30] ) thatφ(d) ∈ Rat R ( * C) andφ is also a C-comodule map between C and Rat R ( * C). We can compute
The second equation follows by Lemma 4.3 and the third one by the C-colinearity ofφ.
All the other implications are now straightforward.
We will now describe the set W . Consider the following k-modules.
, only if C is finitely generated and projective over A;
Again by [13, (16) . Then the following isomorphisms hold,
In particular, X, Y and Z are sets.
Proof. The isomorphisms X ∼ = Nat(M C , GF ) and Y ∼ = Nat(F G, M A ) follow directly as an application of (1) as (F , G) is an adjoint pair.
Take any α ∈ X and (M,
This way we find
We conclude that α is completely determined by α C . By definition α C ∈ Hom A (C, C) and by the naturality of α we find that α C is left C-colinear as well. One can now easily see that the correspondence we obtained between X and 
C)
A , then for all c ∈ C, we find f (ca) = (af )(c) = (f a)(c) = f (c)a, i.e. f is right A linear. This way we find that * C * ∼ = ( *
A and dually * (2) ) and conversely γ = (ε ⊗ A C) • θ.
Consider the map ν : ( *
A → A End * C ( * C), ν(f )(g) = f * g, which has an inverse by evaluating at ε.
Finally, take f ∈ * C * . Then we define γ ∈ Z as follows γ M : Hom
One easily checks that γ M is well-defined and natural in M. In this way we obtain a map z : * C * → Z. Conversely, for γ ∈ Z, take γ C (C) ∈ Hom C (C, C). Then by naturality of γ one can easily check that γ C (C) is left A-linear. This way, we can define a map z
where the last equation follows from the naturality of γ, applied to the morphism ϕ ∈ Hom C (C, M).
Remark 4.7. The above theorem only states isomorphisms of modules. However, some of these objects have an additional ring structure. All stated (iso)morphisms are also ring morphisms for those objects that posses a ring structure, but sometimes one has to consider the opposite multiplication. For sake of completeness, we state the correct isomorphisms, but we leave the proof to the reader.
bimodule. Then the following assertions hold (a)
C * Hom A (N, C * ) ∈ M * C * ; (b) C * Hom A (N, C) ∈ M * C * . (2) Let M be a C-A bicomodule and R ⊂ C * .
Then the following assertions hold (a)
where the R-rational part of C * is only considered if C is R-locally projective as a right A-module.
Proof. (1a) Take any N ∈ C * M A , for any f ∈ C * Hom A (N, C * ), g ∈ * C * and n ∈ N, we define (17) (f * g)(n) = (f (n)) * g.
Note that f * g is right A-linear, since g commutes with all elements of A by Proposition 4.6. One can easily verify that (17) defines a left * C * -action. (1b) We give only the explicit form of the action and leave other verifications to the reader. Take any f ∈ C * Hom A (N, C), g ∈ * C * and n ∈ N, then we define
(2a) Analogously to the adjunction of (F C , G C ), the forgetful functor
Moreover, the action defined in (18) can be restricted to a right * C * -module structure on
(2b) Since every left C-comodule is also a left * C-module (see Section 2.4), by part (1a), we find that C * Hom A (M, * C) ∈ M * C * . Suppose now that C is R-locally projective as a right A-module. Then the image of any f ∈ C * Hom A (M, The observations made in Lemma 4.8 lead to the introduction of the following contravariant functors
(The alternative descriptions of J ′ in terms of the R-rational part of C * is only considered if C is R-locally projective as a right A-module.) Out of these functors we can construct the k-modules V 6 = Nat(K ′ , J ′ ) and V 7 = Nat(K, J );
Lemma 4.9. Let N be an C * -A bimodule. Then
Proof. (1) Both isomorphisms follow from Lemma 2.2. We define a left
for all ϕ ∈ C * Hom A (C * , N), f ∈ * C * and g ∈ C * . (2) For ϕ ∈ C * Hom A (C, N), f ∈ * C * and c ∈ C we define
One can easily verify this turns C * Hom A (C, N) into a left * C * -module.
Using Lemma 4.9 we can construct the covariant functors
and the k-modules V 8 = Nat( J , K) and W 8 = Nat( K, J ).
Let X be any category, F : X → Set a covariant functor and X ∈ X . Recall that by the Yoneda Lemma (see e.g. [6, Theorem 1.3.3]) Nat(Hom(X, −), F ) ∼ = F (X). Similarly for any contravariant functor G : X → Set, we have Nat(Hom(−, X), G) ∼ = G(X). Of course the Yoneda Lemma can be applied to the particular case where F = Hom(X, −) and G = Hom(−, X). In those cases, Nat(F, F ) and Nat(G, G) can be completed with a semigroup structure, coming from the composition of natural transformations. The following Lemma compares these structures with the semigroup structure of Hom(X, X) (under composition). This result might be well-known, but since we could not find any reference, we include the proof.
Lemma 4.10. Let X be any category and X ∈ X , then we have the following isomorphisms of semigroups
Nat(Hom(X, −), Hom(X, −)) op ∼ = Hom(X, X) ∼ = Nat(Hom(−, X), Hom(−, X)).
Proof. Consider the Yoneda bijection Λ : Nat(Hom(X, −), Hom(X, −)) → Hom(X, X);
. Consider the morphism β X (X) : X → X and apply the naturality of the functor Hom(X, −) to this morphism, we obtain α X • β X (X) = β X (X) • α X (X). Similarly, starting from the bijection V : Nat(Hom(−, X), Hom(−, X)) → Hom(X, X);
The functor property of the contravariant functor Hom(−, X) implies α X • β X (X) = α X (X) • β X (X) and we find the needed semigroup morphism.
Proposition 4.11. Let C be an A-coring. Then we have isomorphisms of k-modules
(1) V
If C is R-locally projective as a left
Proof. All isomorphisms are immediate consequences of the Yoneda Lemma and Lemma 4.10.
4.4.
The coproduct functor. Quasi-Frobenius type properties can not be described by the functors F and G alone, we have to incorporate a new functor in our theory (compare also with [20] ). Consider the following coproduct-functor
where I is an arbitrary fixed index set. Applying our previous results, we will give a full description of the sets
To improve the readability of the next theorems, let us recall the construction of
, where the coaction ρ is given by the following composition (21) ρ : S(M)
where we used that the tensor product commutes with coproducts.
Lemma 4.12. Let C be an A-coring. Then we have the following isomorphisms of k-modules
A Hom
Proof. Take γ ∈ A Hom C (C, S(C)). Then we define
The second isomorphism is constructed in the same way.
Proposition 4.13. There exist maps
is an isomorphism as well if C is locally projective as a left (resp. right) A-module.
Proof. Take α ∈ Nat(SF , SF ). Then we find, by definition, that α C ∈ End A (S(C)). Take now N ∈ M A . For any n ∈ N, we can consider the right C-colinear map f n : C → N ⊗ A C, f n (c) = n ⊗ A c. The naturality of α and the commutativity of the tensor product and coproduct imply the commutativity of the following diagram.
This implies that α N ⊗ A C is determined by α C up to isomorphism, as expressed in the following diagram.
It follows now easily from the naturality of α that α C is left C-colinear, and thus α C ∈ C End A (C). Moreover, α is completely determined by its value in C. Take any M ∈ M C and consider the following diagram.
The upper quadrangle commutes by the naturality of α, applied on the C-colinear morphism ρ M : M → M ⊗ A C, the lower quadrangle commutes by the previous observations and the commutativity of the triangle is exactly the counit condition on the comodule S(M). This way we find an isomorphism Nat(SF , SF ) ∼ = C End A (C (I) ). The second horizontal isomorphism is proved in the same way. The vertical isomorphism is a consequence of Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 4.12:
We leave it to the reader that the constructed isomorphisms are algebra morphisms. The morphisms υ and υ ′ follow from the relations between left C-comodules and left C * -modules (see Section 2.4).
Lemma 4.14. Let C be an A-coring, B → A a ring morphism and I any index set.
where ξ 1 becomes an isomorphism if C is locally projective as a left
Proof. (i) The first and last isomorphism are an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1, the second isomorphism is induced by the isomorphism of Proposition 4.2.
(ii) Take any γ ∈ C Hom C (M, C) and define θ = ε • γ. Clearly, θ ∈ A Hom A (M, A). Moreover, by the bi-colinearity of γ we find for all x ∈ M,
If we apply C ⊗ A ε to the first equation, ε ⊗ A C to the second equation we obtain
Consider the following diagrams.
We find that every morphism ν ∈ (
Proof. (i) Take any ζ ∈ Nat(M A , SF G). Then ζ A ∈ Hom A (A, C (I) ) by definition, and from the naturality of ζ we obtain that ζ A is left A-linear. Applying the same techniques as in the proof of Proposition 4.13, we find that ζ is completely determined by ζ A , and thus we obtain an isomorphism Nat(
The proof is completely similar to part (i). Any ν ∈ Nat(GSF ) is completely determined by ν C : SF G(C) = S(C ⊗ A C) → C, by definition ν C is right C-colinear and the left C-colinearity follows from the naturality of ν, i.e.
We give a generalization of Proposition 4.1, the proof is completely similar.
Proposition 4.16. There exist isomorphisms of k-modules
(i) Nat(GSF , 1 1 M C ) ∼ = Nat(SF , H); (ii) Nat(1 1 M A , SF G) ∼ = Nat(H, SF ).
Proof. (i) The isomorphism follows directly form the adjunction between G and H if we apply (1).
(ii). Take any α ∈ Nat(H, SF ), then we define α ′ ∈ Nat(1 1 M A , SF G) as
where we used the naturality of α in the second equality and (3) on the adjunction (G, H) in the third equality. Similarly, we find
Here we used the naturality of β in the second equality and (2) in the fourth equality.
Consider the functors
As a consequence of the Yoneda Lemma, we immediately obtain the following Proposition 4.17. With notation as introduced before, the following isomorphisms hold: Proof. Take f ∈ Im j, i.e. f = j(c) for some c ∈ C. Then for any g ∈ * C, f * g = j(c) * g = j(c · g) ∈ Im j by the right * C-linearity of j.
B and g ∈ ( * C) B . We have to check that j(c · g) commutes with all b ∈ B. We find bj(c·g) = bj(c) * g = j(c)b * g = j(c) * gb = j(c·g)b. 
Proof. Take 
′ is dense in the finite topology on (C * ) B ); (ii) for all c 1 , . . . , c n ∈ C, there exists an element e ∈ Im ′ such that e(c i ) = ε(c i ); (iii) for all c 1 , . . . , c n ∈ C and f ∈ (C * ) B , there exists an element g ∈ Im
′ is dense in the C-adic topology on (C * ) B ); (iv) for all c 1 , . . . , c n ∈ C, there exists an element e ∈ Im ′ such that e · c i = c i ; (v) there exist B-linear local right inverses for, i.e. for all c 1 , . . . , c n ∈ C, there exists a 
. From (iv) we know that we can find an e ∈ Im ′ such that e·c i = e(c i(2) )c i(2) = c i . Apply ε to this last equation, then we find e(c i ) = ε(c i ). (iv) ⇒ (vi) Consider c 1 , . . . , c n ∈ C. Then we know from (iv) that there exists an element e ∈ Im ′ such that e · c i = c i . We can write e =
. We will show that thisz is the needed one. Recall from Proposition 4.4 that j ℓ is a right C-colinear morphism from C to Rat * C ( * C). We find
where we used Lemma 4.3 in the third equation. (vi) ⇒ (v) Take c i ∈ C as in the statement of (v). Choose representatives
Now by Lemma 4.14 we can associate toz an element ∈ C * Hom B (C * , C (I) ), defined as (f ) = f ·z for all f ∈ C * . We find
Where the one but last equation follows by applying ε on (23).
. Consequently we can choose g = ′ ((f )). Suppose now that the conditions (i) − (vi) are satisfied. (vi) ⇒ (a) Follows immediately from Lemma 4.14. To prove (b), suppose j(c) = 0 for some c ∈ C, then by statement (a) we can find such that c =(j(c)) =(0) = 0, so j is injective. Finally, we find by (vi) on every set c 1 , . . . , c n ∈ C an element (z ℓ ) ∈ (C B ) (I) , such that we can compute
This means that {z ℓ(1) , ℓ (z ℓ(2) )} is a local dual basis for c i , so C is locally projective as a right A-module. If C is left A-locally quasi-Frobenius, we will just say that C is left locally quasiFrobenius.
If C is a B-locally quasi-Frobenius coring such that the index-set I of Theorem 5.3 can be chosen to have only 1 element, then we say that C is left B-locally Frobenius. the element satisfying condition (vi) of Theorem 5.3. Write e = ′ (z ℓ ) =(z ℓ ) ∈ Im ′ , we claim that e is a left local unit for(c i ). Indeed,
Here we used the left C * -linearity of in the first equality, Lemma 4.3 in the fifth equality and part (vi) of Theorem 5.3 in the last equality.
Let M be any left C-comodule. The action of f ∈ Im ′ on m ∈ M is given by
. That there exists local units for this action is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.3, part (ii). (1) and (2) we know already (iii) ⇒ (iv) and (i) ⇒ (ii). From Theorem 5.3 we know that (ii) ⇒ (iii). So we only have to prove (iv) ⇒ (i). Let us denotẽ  = ξ(j) ∈ C * Hom A (C (I) , C * ) by the isomorphism of Lemma 4.14(i). We will show that Im ′ is dense in the finite topology on * C * , which is equivalent condition (i) of Theorem 5.3 applied to the situation B = A. Since C is * C * -locally projective, the canonical map C → ( * C * ) * is injective. Moreover A is a PF-ring, so a subset P ⊂ * C * is dense in the finite topology if and only if the orthogonal complement P ⊥ of P is trivial (see [2, Proof. This is proved in the same way as Theorem 5.7. Proof. By part (2) of Corollary 5.8, we know that C is also k-locally quasi-Frobenius. This implies by Theorem 5.3 that Im is dense in C * . Also by Theorem 5.3, we know that C is locally projective as a right A-module, so Lemma 4.14(i) implies that Im is contained in C * Rat(C * ). We can conclude that C * Rat(C * ) itself is dense in C * . By [12, Proposition 2.6] the density of C * Rat(C * ) is equivalent to the exactness of C * Rat. Moreover, if A is a QF-ring, this condition is again equivalent to C being a left semiperfect coring (see [12, Theorem 4.3] or [17, Theorem 3.8])
5.2. Characterization of Frobenius corings. Considering the objects C and * C in the category A M * C and the objects C and C * in the category C * M A , we obtain as in Section 2.6 the following Morita contexts:
If we consider the contravariant functors J and K, from (19) and the covariant functors J and K from (20), then we can construct another two Morita contexts
Consider the functors F , G and H as in Section 4.1. We can construct the Morita context that connects the functors F and H in the category of functors from M C to M A and all natural transformations between them.
Although the functors F and G are not contained in the same category, we can apply the results of Section 3 to obtain a Morita context (9) connecting the functors F and
. Similarly, we find a Morita context connecting the functors G and H, Proof. The algebra isomorphisms for m, n andn follow immediately from Proposition 4.6 and Remark 4.7. The maps that describe the isomorphisms for the connecting bimodules are given in equations (14) and (15) . The algebra isomorphisms for a,ā, b andb follow from Proposition 4.11 in combination with Remark 4.7. The isomorphisms for the connecting bimodules of a are given in Proposition 4.2 and Proposition 4.5, forā, b andb they follow from Proposition 4.11.
Here the upper script 'op' indicates the opposite Morita context and 't' denotes the twisted Morita context (see Section 2.6). For an arbitrary coring
The first algebra morphism of f is constructed as follows. We know by Remark 4.7 that Nat(G,
Hence we have an algebra map
The algebra map f 2 : Nat(F , F ) op → C * End A (C * ) is given explicitly in Remark 4.7, and the bimodule maps f 3 and f 4 follow from Proposition 4.5 and Proposition 4.4 respectively. Moreover, we f 2 and f 3 are always bijective and when C is flat as left A-module, then f 1 is an isomorphism by a rationality argument and f 4 is an isomorphism by Proposition 4.4. We leave it to the reader to verify that all given (iso)morphisms of algebras and bimodules do indeed form Morita morphisms and that the stated diagrams of Morita morphisms commute. Proof. We will prove a more general version of this corollary in Corollary 5.15
As a corollary we obtain the well-known characterization of Frobenius corings in terms of Frobenius functors. Proof. The first statement is true if and only if there exists a pair of invertible elements in the Morita context N(C, * C). From (the left hand version of) Corollary 5.11 we know that the isomorphism C ∼ = C * implies that C is finitely generated and projective as a left and right A-module. The equivalence of (i) − (vii) follows now immediately from the (anti-)isomorphisms of Morita contexts from Theorem 5.10. Note that (F , G) is always a pair of adjoint functors and therefore the adjointness of (G, F ) means exactly that (F , G) is a Frobenius pair. The same reasoning holds for the pair (G, H). Since for a coring that is finitely generated and projective as a left A-module the categories M C and M * C are isomorphic, we obtain that the functor J ′ , respectively K ′ , is isomorphic with J , respectively K. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) imply the equivalence with the left hand version of the other statements.
Remark 5.13.
(1) Note that the left-right symmetry of the notion of a Frobenius extension (or a Frobenius coring), is by the previous Corollary a consequence of the isomorphism of Morita contexts between N(C, * C) and N top (C, C * ). We will see that this isomorphism is missing in Theorem 5.14 if we study the quasi-coFrobenius property in Section 5.3. This (partially) explains why the notion of a quasi-co-Frobenius coring is not left-right symmetric. (2) Considering the functors J ′ and K ′ (see (19) ), we can construct another Morita context Y(K ′ , J ′ ). A pair of invertible elements in this context describes when C ∼ = R Rat(C * ). This can be in particular of interest when C = C is a coalgebra over a field, since in that case we know from [21] C is at the same time left and right co-Frobenius if and only if C ∼ = Rat(C * ).
5.3.
Quasi-co-Frobenius corings and related functors. Let I be any index set and consider the objects C and ( * C) I in the category A M * C and the objects (C) (I) and C * in the category C * M A , we obtain in this way the Morita contexts
Consider again the functors J and J from (19) and (20) and the functors K s and K s from (22) . We can construct the following Morita contexts.
Dually, we can consider functors
) and Y( L s , I). Consider the functors F , G, H and S from Section 4. We immediately obtain the following Morita context. N(SF , H) = (Nat(SF , SF ), Nat(H, H), Nat(H, SF ), Nat(SF , H), , ).
Applying the techniques of Section 3, we find a Morita context of type (9) connecting F and GS and a context connecting SF and G.
Let us give the explicit form of the connecting maps. Denote α ∈ Nat(GSF , M
The left hand versions of the previous two contexts can be obtained by considering the functors 
N(SF , H)
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M(F
Composing these maps we obtain a linear map a 1 :
I ) one can easily check that this is an anti-algebra morphism. The algebra map a 2 :
op is constructed as in the proof of Theorem 5.10 part (i). From Lemma 2.1 we obtain an isomorphism a 3 :
I . The reader can check that the four morphisms together make up an anti-morphism of Morita contexts. Proof. Consider the anti-morphism of Morita contexts a of Theorem 5.14(iii). First note that the condition for the left inverse of means exactly that it lies inside the image of a 4 . Suppose j has a right inverse. Consider the morphism of Morita contexts a from Theorem 5.14. Then we obtain that a 4 () is a left inverse for a 3 (j). For the converse, suppose that has a left inverse of the form a 4 (). We know that a 3 is an isomorphism, so we can write = a 3 (j) for some morphism j ∈ C * Hom A (C (I) , C * ). Then we find a 4 () • a 3 (j) = C = a 2 (C * ). Since a is an anti-morphism of Morita contexts we find that  is a right inverse for j. Finally, denote (z ℓ ) ∈ (C A ) (I) for the representative of the left inverse of. Then we find for all c ∈ C, c = ℓ z ℓ(1)ℓ (c)(z ℓ(2) ) = ℓ z ℓ(1) j ℓ (z ℓ(2) )(c),
i.e. {z ℓ(1) , j ℓ (z ℓ(2) )} is a finite dual basis for C as a right A-module. where ψ 1 and ψ 2 are given by
where m ∈ M ′ and c ℓ ∈ C (I) . So the above diagram commutes if and only if m = (ψ(ε)) · m for all m ∈ Im f , i.e. if and only if we can find a local unit for all elements of Im f and this local unit has to be of the form • ψ(ε). Note that this local unit is exactly an element of Im ′ ∼ = T () op . If condition (b) holds, then we know that there exists such a unit for all left C-comodules that are finitely generated and projective as a left A-module, so in particular we find a local unit for Im f , and thus condition (d) holds as well. Conversely, if condition (d) holds, than we find as above a local unit in Im ′ ∼ = T () op for all modules of the form Im f . Taking M ′ = M and f the identity map, we obtain a local unit for all M ∈ G(N)
G(N) GSF G(N)
Since C is locally projective as a left A-module, we find by Theorem 5.14 an isomorphism between the Morita contexts N(C (I) , C * ) and M top (SF , G). Thus, the existence of β as above is equivalent to the existence of an C * -A bilinear map ψ : C * → C (I) such that the following diagram commutes ( ( P P P P P P P P P P P P N ⊗ A C N ⊗ A C (I) ⊗ A C ψ 2 6 6 n n n n n n n n n n n n where ψ 1 and ψ 2 are given by
Here we denoted n ∈ N, c ∈ C and (c i ) ∈ C (I) . Then diagram (27) commutes if and only if i n i ⊗(ψ(ε)) · c i = i n i ⊗ A c i for all i n i ⊗ A c i ∈ Im f . Suppose that condition (f ) holds and take any c ∈ C. Put N = A and M = cA, the cyclic right A-module generated by c and let f : M → A ⊗ A C ∼ = C be the canonical injection. Then by diagram (27) , we obtain a left local unit • ψ(ε) on M, i.e. we find left local unit in T ()
op for c. This shows that (f ) implies (c). Conversely, if condition (c) is satisfied, then we know that we can find a left local unit in T () for any finite number of elements in C. Take any M ∈ M C fgp and f : M → N ⊗ A C. Then Im f is also finitely generated. Take a finite number of generators for Im f and denote representatives of them by n i ⊗ A c i (to reduce the number of indices, we omit a summation if we denote an element of N ⊗ A C). By (c) we know that we can find a left local unit e = • ψ(ε) ∈ T () op for the generators c i , i.e. such that e · c i = c i for all i, for a particular choice of ψ ∈ C * Hom A (C * , C (I) ). If we define ψ 1 and ψ 2 as in (28), we find that diagram (27) commutes and we obtain indeed that (c) implies (f ). 
